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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe a new language model based on
dependent word sequences organized in multi-level hierarchy.
We call this model MC  , where  is the maximum number of
words in a sequence and  is the maximum number of levels.
The originality of this model is its capability to take into account
dependent variable-length sequences for very large vocabulary.
In order to discover the variable-length sequences and to build
the hierarchy, we use a set of  syntactic classes extracted
from the eight French elementary grammatical classes. The
MC  model learns hierarchical word patterns and uses them to
reevaluate and filter the n-best utterance hypotheses outputed
by our speech recognizer MAUD. The model have been trained
on a corpus (LeM) of 	
 million of words extracted from
“Le Monde” a French newspapers and uses a vocabulary of
 words. Tests have been conducted on  sentences.
Results achieved  decrease in perplexity compared to an
interpolated class trigram model. Rescoring the original n-best
hypotheses results also in an improvement of  in accuracy.
Keywords: speech recognition, language model, n-gram,
class, syntactic classes, word sequences, hierarchic model.
1 INTRODUCTION
The use of statistical language models is a well known mean
for introducing additional constraints in a speech recognizer
and hence improving its performance. The role of the language
model is to estimate the prior probability of the word under
recognition. Most current language models are based on n-gram
or on their variants where the probability of a word is made
dependent on the past  words of its history. However,
these models achieve the boundary of their performances for 
values around  or 	 . Consequently, this kind of models doesn’t
take into account long distant constraints. In the following
we will present a new approach for language modeling based
on variable length sequences which is integrated in a real 20K
speech recognizer. This model is based on an hierarchy of
variable syntactic sequences classes. Theses classes are those
which are assigned to the sentence words to be evaluated. This
new approach is a generalization of the concept of multigram
[1] as we will explain it further. In the following of the article,
we give a brief overview of the evolution of language models
and we discuss the manner of tagging each word of a sentence
with its syntactic class according to the context (Section: 3).
Next, we present the MC  model (Section: 4). A formulation of
the model is given (Section: 5). We then report an evaluation
of the MC  model and a comparison with the multiclass and
interpolated class n-gram model (Section: 6). Finally, we
conclude and give some perspectives.
2 OVERVIEW
In this section we approach the evolution of language mod-
els in order to introduce the one we propose in this paper. A
refinement of the classical n-gram models is the class n-gram
(n-class) model, where words are partitioned into equivalence
classes (manually or automatically determined), and the inter-
word transition probability is assumed to depend only on the
word classes [7, 14]. This model copes with the sparseness data
problem which is very crucial in the statistical estimation of pa-
rameters. The limit of this model is due to the fixed window of
the history.
Another model, named multigram, has been developed in [1].
This model takes into account variable sequences of words in
the history of each word under processing [1, 2]. In fact, the
base line version of multigram models a sentence as a stream
of independent sequences of words. Ideally, the structure of
these word sequences corresponds to a syntactic units or phrases
of variable length, as noun phrases, prepositional phrases, verb
phrases... Therefore, the independent assumption between word
sequences, supposed by the multigram model, contradicts the
language structure. First works on modeling dependencies in
[4], which combine multigram and bigram approaches, result
in a large increase of the number of parameters and give less
good performances than a trigram model. In plus, due to the data
sparseness and due to the large number of parameters needed by
this approach, as well as the multigram, these language models
are unusable with a large vocabulary.
Motivated by the success of class based approaches in tradi-
tional n-gram modeling to solve the problem of data sparseness,
we explored their potential in multigram. In plus, the introduc-
tion of syntactic classes in multigram approach allows to bet-
ter take into account the linguistic dependencies between words.
For that, we constructed a class based multigram from a suitable
tagged corpus. This approach, called multiclass, is able to use
large vocabulary which is not the case of the multigram model.
Thus, the multiclass approach models a sentence as a stream of
independent word sequences according to their syntactic classes
[18].
However, this approach still suffers from the sequence in-
dependence assumption of classical multigram. In the multi-
class concept, the dependency between words is taken into ac-
count inside a sequence, and there is no relationship between
sequences. The MC  approach we propose is to overcome this
independence assumption by building an hierarchy according to
variable-length sequences of syntactic classes.
Language models based on the hierarchical principle have
been employed in other research. In particular, the use of a prob-
abilistic finite state grammars reported by Hu et al. [9] as well
as the use of n-gram reported by Jang et al. [10] to build the
hierarchy of a sentence.
3 TAGGING A SENTENCE
The concept of class is very important in the model presented
below. We discuss here the set of classification and the manner
to tag each word of a sentence with its corresponding syntactic
class. One way to formulate the problem is as follows: given a
sentence  	


  how to determine the syntactic cate-
gories     


   that maximize:
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
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As we are interested in finding     


  , the denominator will
not affect the computation. By making some independent as-
sumptions and bringing the model to a 3-class, formula (1) can
be expressed as:
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(2)
In order to estimate the probabilities
     "   #"   and       , we need to tag each word of the training corpus. Con-
sequently, the dictionary of the application needs a syntactic field
for each entry. This involves that some words have to be dupli-
cated if they appear in more than one class. From the $ elemen-
tary grammatical classes of French, we built up  syntactic
classes, including punctuation [15]. These classes are divided
into two groups: the opened and closed classes. A closed class
is made up of a finite number of words (such as articles, prepo-
sition, 


 ). An open class is made up of words which can be
formed from root’s word (such as verbs, nouns, 


 ), or from
personal nouns. Each unknown word in a sentence is supposed
to belong at one of these opened classes and each punctuation
symbol is in a single class.
The probability
     #"   "   can be expressed as a rela-
tive frequency
     "  "    "   "     "  #"   (3)
where %  counts the number of times that the syntactic struc-
ture % occurs in a training text. In practice, this probability is
obviously interpolated. One of the first steps consists of collect-
ing the counts of 3-class (a sequence of 3 classes) and 2-class
(a sequence of 2 classes). For that purpose we labeled a small
text by hand, and with the statistics collected we tagged auto-
matically a text of &
  million of words extracted from L’Est
Républicain French newspaper. This tagging has been checked
by hand, and the automatic labeling errors have been corrected.
After that, we labeled automatically a corpus of 	 million words
which represent 2 years (1987-1988) of Le Monde (LeM) news-
paper. Tagging a corpus means to find the most likely sequence
of syntactic classes for a sequence of words. In our approach we
used a modified Viterbi algorithm [16].
The probability
       is expressed as follow:
               (4)
where '      counts the number of times that the word   is
tagged by   in the training corpus.
4 THE MC () MODEL
The basic  -multiclass1 language model is a kind of a gen-
eralization of the  -multigram model described in [2]. The  -
multiclass is based on the same principles as the  -multigram
with the difference that classes are used instead of words. In
this language model, we assume that a sentence is considered as
the concatenation of independent variable-length sequences of
words. These variable-length sequences are built according to
the syntactic class of each word in the sentence.
In the approach we propose, we begin by tagging each word
of a sentence by its corresponding syntactic class. Then, we use a
hierarchical approach to model dependencies between them. In-
deed, the syntactic class phrase, corresponding to the sentence,
is modeled by the concatenation of dependent variable-length
class sequences (we hope that these variable-length sequences
coincide with those defined traditionally in natural language, as
noun phrases, prepositional phrases or verb phrases). The de-
pendence between class sequences is carried out according to a
certain hierarchy. For feasible modeling, we must specify the
maximum number of syntactic classes in a class sequence, as
well as the depth of the hierarchical model. We denote a model
having maximum length  and depth  as MC  . Using this no-
tation, the traditional multiclass can be written as MC  .
The MC  model proceeds as follows: first, we tag each word
of the sentence by its syntactic class, according to the con-
text, building a class phrase (level  ). After, at each level *
(*,+.- 


 0/ ) of the hierarchy, we build the best segmentation
of the class phrase of level 1*    ( 2 section 5), obtaining a class
sequence phrase. Each class sequence of this segmentation be-
came a class, building the class phrase of the upper level * . This
process is repeated until *   . The probability of a sentence is
computed according to the tagging likelihood and the likelihood
of the class sequence phrase obtained at level  . The best seg-
mentation of a class phrase is that having the greater likelihood.
The likelihood of a class sequence phrase is the probability prod-
uct of class sequences which compose it ( 2 formula 7).
S2 S3 Level 1
Level 2S23
S1
S1
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Level 0
   The    apple    I             have              eaten
Figure 1: MC  on the sentence: “The apple I have eaten”
In figure 1 we present an example of applying the MC  to
the sentence: “The apple I have eaten”. In this example, the
number of hierarchy level is limited to  and the maximum
number of classes in one sequence is equal to  . After tagging
the sentence with the class phrase 3454  46347 (level  ),
we build the better segmentation obtaining the class sequence
phrase 8  498  498  (level  ): 8  denotes the class sequence
1class multigram such us the maximum number of classes in a se-
quence is equal to :
( 54 ), 8  denotes the class sequence   and 8  denotes the
class sequence (  6 4  7 ). Level  contains the best segmentation
of the level  class phrase  8 4 8 54 8   .
5 FORMULATION OF THE MC ()
MODEL
The likelihood of a sentence
  4	54


4   tagged
by the syntactic class phrase   54  4


4  is formulated
as follows:
    
  
 
           (5)
where        denotes the probability that the word   is
tagged by the class   ( 2 formula 4) and    denotes the like-
lihood of the class phrase  . This likelihood    is computed
according to the set of most likely segmentations at each level,
thus yielding the approximation:
   	
    (6)
where   is a class phrase corresponding to the most likely seg-
mentation 
  of the class phrase of level    ( 2 formula
9),   "  . This class phrase   "  corresponds also to the most
likely segmentation of   "  (recursively until  ). Each class
of  ( .*   ) corresponds to a class sequence in ! "  .  
corresponds to the syntactic class phrase  . If    the "  
model is similar to the basic  -multiclass model.
Let # be a possible segmentation of the class phrase !
building ( 8$    498$&   4


498$ &%$  ), where 8' &(  corresponds to
a class sequence in   . The likelihood 	)
    4*   of the
class phrase  associated with segmentation # is the prob-
ability product of the successive class sequences 8' &(  ( ( +
- 


$%  / ), each of them has a maximum length of  :
 )
+  4*# 
, .-0/
,     8$ 1  (7)
Denoting as -23/ the set of all possible segmentation of 
into class sequences, the likelihood of   is:
 
 /   354768 /9;: 8 /=<  )
+  4*2  (8)
where the most likely segmentation >
 / of   is :? 
 / @4A$B  )
 /   '  =C 
 (9)
For instance, with a maximum number of class in a sequence
equal to  (    ) and with two levels hierarchy (    ), the
likelihood of the class phrase  EDGF IH (    ) is computed in
an increasing way. We denote sequence borders with brackets.
For *   (    JDKF IH ):
 )
 L   NMOD %
PQQQQQQQR QQQQQQQS
 UT D;V  UT F IH V UT DKF  V   UT H V UT DKF=V  UT IH V UT DKF=V  UT  V  UT H V UT D;V  UT F  V  UT H V UT D;V  UT F=V  UT IH V UT D;V  UT F=V  UT  V  UT H V
W QQQQQQQX
QQQQQQQY
Assume that
 )
 L      UT D;V  UT F  V  UT H V and
let Z being the new tag of the class sequence T F  V
( Z\[]T F  V ) :   ND Z^H and
     )
._L   'NM`D %
PQR QS
 UT D;V  UT Z^H V UT D Z V  UT H V UT D Z^H V UT D;V  UT Z V  UT H V
W QX
QY
Assume that a training corpus   is tagged by the syn-
tactic class corpus  . The model is thus defined by the
optimal level of hierarchy  and by the set of parameters a  ,
b *c  , consisting of the probability of each sequence
8$ &(  in the dictionary of level *ed 8f/hg ai  -   8$ &(  / , withjlk /m on9;prq /   8  &(   . d 8f/  -58  &(  / denotes a dictionary
of class sequences which can be formed by combining 34  



up to  classes from the training class corpus of level * ( s  ).
The most likely segmentation  
 / of the training class
corpus st , allows to build the training class corpus of level
*vu  ( stIC  ) which is used to estimate the set of parame-
ters a IC  . a  is estimated on the training class corpus   s  .
Thus, we begin with the class corpus   s  and we use
the process described in the subsection 5.1 to extract sequences
and to estimate the set of parameters a . Then, we build the
most likely segmentation  )
 of s  ( 2 formula 9), obtaining
the second level training corpus s with a likelihood equal to )
 s   . The class corpus s is used to extract sequences
and to estimate the set of parameters a  of the second level.
We repeat this process at each level * until the corpus likelihood )
 / s   stop increasing:
 )
 / st    
 /  sw "   4
obtaining the optimal level of hierarchy  .
5.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation of the
Model Parameters
As mentioned above, st is the training class corpus at level
* . This training class corpus is obtained with the most likely
segmentation of the training class corpus of level *   ( si "  ).
The MC  language model is completely defined by a set of
parameters ax (* + - 


 / ) consisting of the probability of
each sequence 8'&&(  in a dictionary ( d 8y/  - 8' &(  /  +z   ). Each
sequence 8  &(  can contains until  classes from s  .
ai  -   8' &(  /  +z   where j z    8$ &(  
The re-estimation formula of the set of parameters ax can be
obtained by the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation from in-
complete data [5], where the observed data is the string of sym-
bols sw , and the unknown data is the underlying segmentation  . Thus, iterative ML estimates of a  can be computed through
an EM algorithm.
Let { |04$|!u   be the following auxiliary function computed
with the likelihoods of iterations | and |eu  :
{ |!4$|}u  ' ~8 /9;: 8 /I< 
m  n st 4	# GyB  m  C  n sw 4	2 
(10)
Dempster et al. in [5] show that if { |04$|u  t { |04U|  ,
then
 m  C  n st   m  n sw  . The set of parameters which
maximizes { |!4*|vu   at iteration |^u   also leads to an
increase of the corpus likelihood. Therefore the re-estimation
formula of the parameters of iteration |>u   , i.e., the probabil-
ity of sequences -58  &(  /  +z   , can be derived by maximizing the
auxiliary function { |04U|eu   .
Let 3 8$&&(  4*2  denotes the number of occurrences of the se-
quence 8  &(  in a segmentation   of the corpus at Level * . We
rewrite the joint likelihood given in (7) so as to group together
the probabilities of all identical sequences:
 m  C  n s  4*  
.z
  
  m  C  n  8  &(   m k / m  n 8 /=n (11)
The auxiliary function { |!4U|u   can then be expressed as:
{ |04$|u  'z~   ~8 /9;: 8 /=<
 m  n st 4 #  3 8$&&(  4*2   fB  m  C n  8$ &(  

(12)
This function is subject to the following constraintsj z    m  C  n  8  &(    and  m  C  n  8  &(    . It
reaches its maximum for [3]:
 m  C  n  8$ &( '
j 8y/ 9;: 8f/ < 3 8$ &(  4 #    m  n st 4# j 8f/ 9;: 8y/ < 5     m  n s  4	  
(13)
where 3    j  +z   3 8  &(  4*   is the total number of se-
quences in 2 . Formula (13) shows that the estimation of  8  &(  is merely a weighted average depending on the oc-
currences of sequence 8' &(  within each possible segmentation.
Since each iteration improves the model in the sense of increas-
ing the data likelihood
 m  n s   , it eventually converges to a
critical point.
The forward-backward algorithm, described in [2], can be
used to reestimate the formula (13). The set of parametersai can be initialized with the relative frequencies of all co-
occurrences of symbols up to length  in the training corpus.
Then a  is iteratively re-estimated until the training set likeli-
hood does not increase significantly, or until a fixed number of
iterations is reached [17].
Some pruning techniques may be advantageously applied in
practice to the dictionary of sequences, in order to avoid over-
learning. A straightforward way to proceed consists of simply
discarding, at each iteration, the most unlikely sequences, i.e.,
those with probability values falling under a specified threshold.
6 EVALUATION
In this section, we assess the MC  model in the framework
of language modeling with the training method described in
subsection 5.1. Performances are evaluated in terms of test
perplexity [11] and in terms of accuracy reported to our speech
recognizer MAUD. We give also a comparison of the MC 
model with the class n-gram and classical multiclass (MC  )
models.
6.1 Data Description
Models have been built on a French corpus (LeM) of 	
 mil-
lion of words which represents two years (   $
    $5$ ) of “Le
Monde” newspaper. The class set used to evaluate our mod-
els contains   syntactic classes (conjugated verbs, infinitive
verbs, defined articles, undefined articles, 


 ), including punc-
tuation. These classes are extracted from the $ elementary gram-
matical classes of the French language. The vocabulary used
contains  words provided by the AUPELF-UREF evalu-
ation campaign (similar to the wall street journal DARPA test,
but in French language) [6]. Five laboratories are participated,
among whom three have got very good results in the DARPA
campaigns. The base version of our speech recognizer MAUD,
presented in subsection 6.3, is ranked second.
6.2 Perplexity Results
Perplexity is usually considered to be a performance measure
of language models. It is therefore interesting to look at the test
perplexity values obtained by the MC  approach at different lev-
els of the hierarchy. It allows us to compare the performance
yielded by this approach with a multiclass model and also with a
classical interpolated class n-gram model (biclass and triclass).
The perplexity of a test corpus

(  words) tagged by the class
corpus  is computed as follows:
      "  	
 _ m n (14)
where
    is the likelihood of the test corpus. In the case
of MC  and multiclass (MC  ) models, this likelihood value
(
    ) is computed according to the formula 5.
For "   language model all co-occurrences symbols are
used to get initial estimates of the sequence probabilities. How-
ever, to avoid overlearning, we found efficient to discard infre-
quent co-occurrences, i.e., those appearing strictly less than a
given number of times  . This value of  is determined exper-
imentally on a corpus. In our experiments the best value of   is
equal to $ (   $ ). Then, ten training iterations are performed
in this experiment at each level of the hierarchy ( 2 subsection
5.1). Sequence probabilities falling under a threshold   are set
to  , except those of length  which are assigned a minimum
probability   . We set the fixed probability       "
which is half the probability of a class occurring only once in
the training corpus. After the initialization and for each itera-
tion, probabilities are renormalized so that they add up to  [4].
Since all class sequences of length  have a minimum probability
of   , the likelihood of any string of classes can be computed.
We show in figure 2 the test perplexity obtained by the "  
model for different values of  and  . One can notice that figure
2 shows also the multiclass ( "   ) test perplexity for different
values of  .
Experiments show that, progressively the number of hierarchy
increases, the performances improve until a value of  equal to
	 with a maximum number of classes in a sequence equal to 
(    ). The test perplexity begin with a value equal to  	
 
  
for the "   and decrease to 	 
 5$ with a number of hierarchy
equal to 	 and with sequence length equal to  ( "  67 ). The best
performances of the multiclass model is given with a value of 
equal to  (      
  ).
Table 1 shows, for different sequence lengths  , the test per-
plexity of the multiclass ( "   ) and the "   model with opti-
mal level of hierarchy (   	 ).
The experiment concerning the interpolated class n-gram
model, on the same corpus, gives a perplexity of  5$&
   for the
interpolated biclass model and $
 
   for the interpolated triclass
model.
The perplexity comparison of multiclass (MC  ), MC  and in-
terpolated class n-gram indicates that MC  outperform by $

the performance of a biclass, by   the performance of a tri-
class and by  the performance of a multiclass model.
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Figure 2: Test perplexity of the "   model for different values
of  and  , where  denotes the sequence length and  denotes
the maximum level of the hierarchy.
 	     $  )
  4    &4 
  	&4     4    49$   )
  4    	&4 5$  4   4 
  
  	
Table 1: Test perplexity of the multiclass and the MC 6 model
with different sequence lengths  .
6.3 MAUD System and Recognition Results
An evaluation was also done with MAUD [8], a continuous dic-
tation system using a stochastic language model. Each phoneme
is modeled by a second order hidden Markov model [13] with 
states ( " "  ). Thus, each word in the vocabulary is repre-
sented by the concatenation of the "@"  phones which com-
pose it. To estimate the HMM2s phones, we use Bref80 spoken
corpus for French [12]. The basic version of MAUD works in
 steps: gender identification, word lattice generation by means
of a Viterbi block algorithm with a bigram model, N-best sen-
tences extraction by means of a beam search in accordance with
combined score of the acoustic and the trigram language mod-
els. The best sentence produced by the third step is the MAUD
result.
To evaluate the performance brought by the introduction of
our approach, we use the MC  model to rescore the N-best utter-
ance hypotheses produced by the third step of MAUD: the best
hypothesis after rescoring is the system result. We build also
another version which use the multiclass, instead of the MC 
model, to rescore the N-best hypotheses. Tests have been con-
ducted on  French sentences. For each sentence, the num-
ber of hypotheses extracted from the third step is equal to $
(   $ ).
The evaluation is done in terms of accuracy (Acc), word pre-
dicted correctly (Corr), substitution (Sub), deletion (Del) and
insertion (Ins) rates. Table 2 gives this different rates for the ba-
sic version (BV), the version using multiclass (MC  V) and the
one using MC  model (MC  V) with the optimal level of hierar-
chy (   	 ).
Results show that the version using the MC  (MC  V) im-
proves the accuracy by  compared to the one using the multi-
Acc Corr Sub Del Ins
BV  4    54    4  $ 4 
   4 
MC  V  4    54   4 	
 34 	
 	&4 
MC  V  $&4 
  
 4   4   49$
 	&4 
Table 2: Performances of different versions of MAUD system.
class (MC  V) and by  compared the basic one (BV).
7 CONCLUSION AND
PERSPECTIVES
We described in this paper a new language model which
learns statistically hierarchical patterns of word phrases in spo-
ken language utterances. This new model, able to use a large
vocabulary, is used to rescore the N-best utterance hypotheses
list which is outputed by a speech recognizer. The hierarchical
approach models a sentence as a stream of dependent word se-
quences according to their syntactic classes. This dependence is
according a hierarchy.
Experiments show that MC  could be a competitive alterna-
tive to the multiclass and interpolated class n-gram models. The
MC  language model outperforms in terms of perplexity the in-
terpolated biclass model by $
 , the triclass model by   and
the multiclass approach (MC  ) by  . It outperforms also the
accuracy of our large vocabulary continuous speech recognition
system MAUD. In fact, the MAUD version which uses the MC 
model outperforms the accuracy of the one using the multiclass
by  and the base one by  . The base version is limited to
the use of a n-gram language model.
We are investigating the application of the MC  approach to
other issues, e.g, in looking for semantic equivalence classes
between word sequences, in view of tagging concept and speech
to speech automatic translation.
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